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Abstract
Annotation schemes of various language treebanks usually suffer substantial alterations because each of them rely on different grammatical traditions. These
discrepancies cause severe obstacles when comparing parsing results across languages. One of the latest attempts to unify the cross-linguistic framework under
a single annotation scheme is the Universal Dependencies project (McDonald
et al., 2013). This initiative represents syntax based on word-to-word dependencies, i.e. Dependency Grammar, developed by Lucièn Tesnière (Tesnière,
1959).
In this thesis we present the first publicly available syntactic treebank for
Buryat, annotated according to the UD formalism. Buryat is a minority language of an endangered status, it is the second official and national language of
the Republic of Buryatia, one of Russian regions in the south of Siberia. Since
it is a low-resourced language, it has not received proper attention from the
viewpoint of language technology. Our Buryat treebank contains manually annotated POS tags and UD trees for 418 sentences from public domains. First,
we introduce the annotation guidelines, provided with morphologically and syntactically analyzed examples. Furthermore, we report parsing experiments of
a state-of-the-art pipeline UDPipe. We train and test different language models, which vary according to the number of features. In conclusion, we suggest
orientations for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

One of the most basic and simultaneously marvelous peculiarities of humans
as a biological species is the ability to communicate via natural language. To
understand the principal existential question what is the mind involves a broad
interdisciplinary research of perspectives such as linguistics, philosophy, psychology, sociology, anthropology, neuroscience and computer science. Due to
the rapid development of the latter, the opportunity create Artificial Intelligence is no longer a chimerical dream. In order for a machine how to think like
a human, it has to be taught how to intelligently process the human language.
To facilitate comprehension on the human level, first it needs to understand
grammar, in particular syntax and morphology.
In the middle of the previous century an American linguist Joseph Greenberg
introduced the concept of linguistic universals, which were defined as templates
or features that are systematically intrinsic across different languages [44]. Another revolutionary step in grammar theory was made by Noam Chomsky in
the last century when he proposed the set of properties shared by all natural
human languages [19]. The difference between the two approaches lies in the
consideration of natural language by Greenberg from the perspective of functional grammar, whereas Chomsky’s assumption is based on language formality
[69]. One of the constraints of this approach is its focus on the English language,
which has a strict Subject-Verb-Object order. However this feature faces serious
barriers when applied to languages with free word order. One of the solutions
to this discrepancy is to represent syntax based on word-to-word dependencies
as in Dependency Grammar developed by Lucièn Tesnière in his work Éléments de Syntaxe Structurale (Elements of Structural Syntax) [110]. Tesnière’s
conception possibly derives from Sanskrit grammar of Pān.ini which formulates
3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology, syntax and semantics [102]. Contrary to
traditional grammar which allocates the subject in the center of the sentence,
Dependency Grammar assigns the primary role to the predicate which governs
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all the other words in the sentence.
Recently a great deal of projects have been aimed at the development of a
single annotation scheme applicable to many different languages. One of them
is the Stanford Dependencies (SD), which provide a simple description of the
grammatical relations in a sentence that could easily be understood and effectively used by people without linguistic expertise for extraction of textual
relations [28]. That is, it could be used not only by computational linguists,
but also by computer scientists and all the other various scientific communities.
However, SD is deeply rooted in grammatical relation-based syntactic traditions
which emphasize cross-linguistic description [26]. The next attempt of the reconstruction of SD done by de Marneffe and Manning gave an insight into how
this approach could be applied to other languages. Their taxonomy provides
a set of very broadly attested relations, which take into account phenomena
relevant to the syntax of individual languages or language families. The idea
of the latest cross-linguistic approach, Universal Dependencies (UD), lies in the
creation of a single annotation scheme for a variety of treebanks, aiming to
facilitate multilingual parsers, learning across languages and parsing from the
viewpoint of language typology. The scheme for annotation has its basis on
Stanford Dependencies [27], Google universal part-of-speech tags [87] and the
Interset interlingua [121]. Although the annotation framework is unique for all
the treebanks in the UD family, the policy is democratic for the language-specific
extensions when necessary.
At the last DepLing Conference in 2015 Christopher Manning outlined the
primary difficulties caused by the excess of annotation variety and concretized
the reasons for establishing of the Universal Dependencies project [68]:
1. Comparison of empirical results across languages;
2. Useful cross-lingual structure transfer;
3. Evaluation of cross-lingual learning;
4. Building and maintaining multilingual systems;
5. Progress towards a universal parser;
6. Valid linguistic typology.
One unique annotation, such as Universal Dependencies, may give a simple,
user-friendly illustration of sentence structure and meaning. It is better than
a constituency tree for machine interpretation and linguistically better than
earlier NLP representations.
Another vital motivation for UD is its data for testing Joseph Greenberg’s
theory about linguistic universals, a set based on 30 languages [44]. This concept
suggests the existence of patterns which are intrinsic across different languages.
One more crucial reason for our research is based on the scarcity of natural
language processing for minority languages. During the last decade NLP studies
have been promptly evolving for well-resourced languages. However, minority
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languages did not gain enough attention and still highly require a broad investigation. The real example of this concern is the Buryat language, the second
official and national language of The Republic of Buryatia, one of the Siberian
regions in Russia. According to a UNESCO report, Buryat is considered to be
an endangered language and at risk of disappearing from our planet by 2050
[53]. Even though Buryat is reported to be one of the most investigated Mongolic languages [52], comparably little computational linguistic research has been
maintained for it. To our knowledge, among Mongolic languages only Mongolian
has a dependency treebank [64]. However, Buryat possesses an extensive range
of language data: it is the only language in Siberia which has its own historical
written records. Nowadays there are regularly published Buryat newspapers,
journals, books, films, TV and radio programs. The development of language
technologies for Buryat is an essential step towards its revitalisation and documentation [9]. To make the Buryat language computationally accessible for
the multilingual world community, we report in this master thesis our input by
building the first Buryat dependency treebank following the guidelines of stateof-the-art UD project. Our treebank is open-source for those who are interested
in the Buryat language (or Mongolic languages), in theoretical linguistics or in
the advancement of cross-linguistic language technology. We hope that our work
will also promote the development of research in other low-resourced languages.

1.2

Objective

The primary target of this thesis is the construction of the first Buryat Treebank according to Universal Dependencies principles. This task requires an
extensive exploration on various aspects:
1. It is necessary to grasp what stands behind the manifesto of Universal
Dependencies, which theoretical canons it propagates and why it is advantageous for practical implementation.
2. We need to investigate the experience of building the other UD treebanks.
Their results and outlines can be taken into account when carrying out
into practice our initiative.
3. It involves a profound scrutiny of Buryat linguistics. Unfortunately, the
scope of a master’s thesis is time- and resource-constrained, that is why we
do not have the capacity to dive into deep features of the Buryat language
and are to limit ourselves only to those aspects which are crucial and
feasible for building a dependency treebank.
4. We have to define an annotation scheme which is carried on simultaneously
with manual annotation.
5. We need to parse our newly built treebank with UDPipe in order to check
its efficiency and correctness.

9

Overall, our work has multiple practical applications, for instance it will be
used as a data source for research in the Buryat language. Another benefit of
this project is the contribution to cross-linguistic studies, the primary goal of
UD.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we provide an
overview of the Universal Dependencies project and summarize the conceptions
of dependency grammar and parsing. Chapter 3 covers relevant factors in the
annotation formalisms of different UD treebanks which are taken into account
when developing an annotation scheme for the Buryat treebank. Chapter 4 gives
an overview of those theoretical aspects of Buryat linguistics which are essential
for the construction of a dependency treebank. In chapter 5 we introduce the
annotation guidelines for Buryat and explain the choice of labelling scheme.
Chapter 6 describes the parsing operation with UDPipe and analyzes the results.
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the results and gives suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Introduction

Joakim Nivre, one of the principal masterminds of the UD, in his talk about
Universal Dependency Parsing introduced the topic by inquiring why parsing
accuracy is higher for some languages but lower for others [51]. According to
Nivre, a solution to this problem must be a universal parser for all languages,
hard-coded linguistic universals, learned from data-specific typological features.
The idea of Universal Dependencies (UD) lies in the creation of a cross-linguistic
consistent treebank annotation scheme for various languages, aiming at the facilitation of a multilingual parser, learning across languages and parsing from the
viewpoint of language typology. The scheme for annotation has evolved from the
evolution of Stanford Dependencies [27], Google universal part-of-speech tags
[87] and the Interset interlingua for morphosyntactic tagsets [121]. The UD provides a single language-agnostic approach for annotation but when necessary it
allows language-specific extensions.
Since the original release the UD has been continuously updated [114]. For
instance, the universal POS tagset is extended: now it clarifies some distinctions missing in the first proposal and explains the definition of categories.
Consequently, universal POS categories have concrete definitions and not simply related to the classes of categories in the language-particular treebanks. As
a result, the conversion process to UD POS tags requires context-sensitive rules
or manual correction. The set of morphological features in UD is a collection
of key features essential for linguistic analysis. The UD dependency representation emerges out of Stanford Dependencies, which ensues the similar ideas of
language-agnostic grammatical relations. The principal concepts are subject,
object, clausal complement, noun determiner, noun modifier, etc.
Currently UD project is working on the refinement of the existing annotation scheme and the addition of new relations, accommodating the universal
grammar for typologically different languages and removing the features of the
original version peculiar only for English.
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2.2
2.2.1

The Benefits of Using Dependencies for Grammatical Analysis
Dependency Grammar

Dependency grammar is one of two existing theories for the analysis of syntactic structure. An alternative formalism is suggested by constituency grammar.
Constituency grammar inspects the sentence by splitting it into phrases or constituents, which, in their turn, are then split into smaller constituents [70].
To our knowledge, dependency grammar has multiple geographical places of
inception throughout history. Originally it emerged as an approach to expose
agreement, case assignment or any kinds of semantic relations within a single
sentence[20]. Supposedly, the first sprouts of dependency grammar germinated
when in the 4th century before the Common Era Pān.ini, a Vyākaran.in1 of
ancient India, propagated 3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology, syntax and semantics in the grammar book As.t.ādhyāyī ("eight chapters") [102].
In Europe the first glimpses of dependency grammar were introduced by
the Modistae, the members of a school of grammarian philosophy Modism in
the 13th and 14th centuries [21]. Thomas of Erfurt, the representative of the
second generation of Modistae, in his book Grammatica speculativa analyzed the
sentence structure by establishing links between individual words [17]. BursillHall in his The Grammatica speculativa of Thomas of Erfurt gives an example
of the following sentence: Sōcratēs senex videt Platōnem iuvenem ’Old Socrates
sees young Plato’. In Figure 1 it is illustrated that there are four links in this
sentence: Sōcratēs + senex, Sōcratēs + videt, videt + Platōnem, and Platōnem
+ iuvenem. There are two possible grammatical relations: primum (head) to
secundum (modifier) and dependens to terminans. The only explanation the
Modistae gives about the second relationship is that the terminans supplies
dependens.
Figure 2.1: Modistic-Style Dependency Tree for Old Socrates sees young Plato.
[21]

1 Vyākarana is the study of grammar and linguistic analysis in Sanskrit language;
.
Vyākaran.in is a scholar [57].
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The modern concept of dependency grammar is traditionally viewed as beginning with Tesnière (1959) [110]. The idea of dependency is explained in
the introductory part of his book, the English translation by Joakim Nivre is
provided below[78]:
The sentence is an organized whole, the constituent elements of
which are words. Every word that belongs to a sentence ceases by
itself to be isolated as in the dictionary. Between the word and its
neighbors, the mind perceives connections, the totality of which
forms the structure of the sentence. The structural connections establish dependency relations between the words. Each connection
in principle unites a superior term and an inferior term. The superior term receives the name governor. The inferior term receives
the name subordinate. Thus, in the sentence Alfred parle [...], parle
is the governonr and Alfred the subordinate.
Zwicky [125] and Hudson [50] suggest their criteria for the establishment of
dependency relations, in particular for distinguishing the head and the dependent:
1. H (head) determines the syntactic category of C (construction) and can
often replace C.
2. H determines the semantic category of C; D (dependent) gives semantic
specification.
3. H is obligatory; D may be optional.
4. H selects D and determines whether D is obligatory or optional.
5. The form of D depends on H (agreement or government).
6. The linear position of D is specified with reference to H.
Other grammarians subdivide the dependency relations into different categories. For instance, Mel’čuk distinguishes three kinds of them: morphological,
syntactic and semantic [75]. Another viewpoint is suggested by Nikula [77]. His
approach subclassifies the dependency relations into endocentric constructions
and exocentric ones. This conceptualisation is based on the head functioning: in
the endocentric constructions the head can replace the whole relation, whereas
in the exocentric construction, it is not feasible without breaking the structure
[14]. Both of them are illustrated in the example below:
(1) The outcome of this poll completely disagrees with the predictions.
The adverb completely and the verb disagrees are in endocentric relation, because this phrase can be substituted only by the head disagrees and its structure
will not be disrupted, whereas SBJ and OBJ relations are exocentric.
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In spite of a long history, it is still not very clear whether the concept of
dependency is not only necessary but also sufficient syntactical analysis. Tesnière does not specify this but makes a distinction between such notions as
connection, junction and transfer. Connection is the only one identified as a dependency relation, whereas junction refers to the dependents of the same head
or the heads of the same dependent. Transfer describes the relation between
a function word and another element which changes the category of a lexical
element [110].
One of the most controversial concerns regarding formal representations
questions the notion of word order, whether it should be linear or structural. For
instance, when the word order is linear the problem is whether the annotation
should represent the word order (projective) or whether it shall allow to cross
other dependencies when connecting words [79].
There is still an ongoing discussion between different theories regarding some
dependency constructions. There is not complete agreement on whether they
may be viewed as dependency relations at all and, in case if they are, what is
the head and what is the dependent. The UD formulation takes content words
as heads and functional words as dependents, because normally content words
tend to vary less across different languages, while function words can be absent
at all in some languages. For example, the copula verb to be in Russian is
omitted in a sentence of present tense (Андрей - врач.) ’Andrew is a doctor’.
Dependency grammar also analyzes the sentence structure from various perspectives, i.e. the head can be syntactic or semantic. For example, the syntactic
approach considers the verbal phrase the following way: the head is the verb, its
dependent is the preposition, which in its turn is the head of the indirect object.
By contrast the semantic approach assigns the noun to be a direct dependent
of the verb and the preposition to be dependent on the noun.
Another intricate case is the coordinate structures. For instance, when two
nouns are joined by the conjunction ‘and’, it is not clear which noun should be
the head and which noun is the dependent since both of them are functionally
equal. One option regards the conjunction as the head, another option, suggested by Mel’čuk [75], gives the head role to the second conjunct and views the
conjunction itself as a dependent of the first conjunct. The official regulation is
introduced by Tesnière [110] where both of the conjuncts are dependent on the
verb and relate to each other through the conjunction by a junction relation.
As for the UD formulation, in the phrases joined via conjunction relations the
head role is given to the first token and the others are dependent on it.
The advantage of dependency representation over constituency has become
apparent since the active development of computational linguistics in recent
years. Dependency representations are closer to many types of semantic representations because they are able to capture the pragmatic meaning [24]. Therefore, the dependency approach has been widely used for diverse NLP tasks, such
as machine translation [118], information retrieval [92], etc.
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2.2.2

Dependency Parsing

As we have outlined in the previous section there are two approaches for the
analysis of sentence structure: the constituency and dependency viewpoints.
Michael Covington in his publication A fundamental algorithm for dependency
parsing explains why he gives preference to dependency parsing [20]:
1. Dependency links are close to the semantic relationships;
2. Parsing is easier because no new models have to be generated, the only
task is to connect existing ones;
3. Since there is only one node per word in the dependency tree, the parsing
process is faster.
Evidently the most important advantage of dependency parsing is that it analyzes the sentence structure in a human-alike way [5]. A top-down constituency
parser is more time-consuming because even before knowing the content, it defines the relationship and in those cases where the assumption was not correct, it
has to trace back. Though bottom-up, Earley and left-corner parsing algorithms
are quite efficient for constituency parsing. Joakim Nivre describes dependency
parsing as parsing with dependency representations, by emphasizing that this
bottom-up approach is not directly linked to dependency grammar.
A grammar-driven approach is largely based on the rules referring to those
constraints which are crucial for defining dependency relations, such as the limitation to maximum one head per node and the projectivity constraint. Because
of the erroneous consideration of dependency grammar as no more than a variant of context-free grammar, it acquired insufficient attention as a natural language processing toolkit [54]. The principal methods of grammar-driven dependency analyses are dynamic programming algorithms associated with contextfree parsing such as CKY and Earley algorithms [36].
One of the primary methods in grammar-driven dependency parsing refers to
the idea of eliminative parsing. This approach inspects sentences by erasing all
improper representations and leaving only those that satisfy constraints. This
problem-solving approach is viewed as NP complete. Parsing unrestricted text
faces two constraint satisfaction issues: at times it occurs that no analysis could
be found which fulfill all the constraints and, on the other hand, several analyses
could be applicable at a time, which causes ambiguity. The newer variants of
this system adapt transformation-based technique which is used to boost the
analysis by converting one solution into another one after it observes the unsatisfied constraints. This heuristic strategy is beneficial due to the opportunity of
blending random composite constraints [41].
The third method of rule-based approach combines dependency grammar
with deterministic parsing design. One of the central parsing strategy is leftto-right (or incremental) version, which Covington defines as the following [20]:
‘accept words one by one starting at the beginning of the sentence, and try linking
each word as head or dependent of every previous word’.
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The first data-driven dependency parsers were at the same time grammardriven and used corpora in order to make a probabilistic model for disambiguation. For example, a method introduced by Eisner [39] [38] evaluates probabilistic models by supervised learning algorithm with data provided by the
Penn Treebank. The work by McDonald et al. [71] employed discriminative
estimation methods to probabilistic dependency parsing and demonstrated how
these models could be combined with parsing techniques which use the specific
aspects of dependency structures.
Frequently systems are based on a formal dependency grammar in combination with a generative probabilistic model. In principle parsing here includes
the derivation of all analyses acceptable by the grammar and chooses the most
possible one.
Kudo and Matsumoto [59] [60] and Yamada and Matsumoto [119] suggested
the first deterministic discriminative mechanism with support vector machines.
In 2004 Nivre presented the scheme for inductive dependency parsing which
contrasted with the above mentioned approach in the following ways[83]:
1. The construction of labeled dependency representations;
2. The implementation of a head-driven arc-eager algorithm which builds a
complete dependency tree in a single pass over the data;
3. The use of memory-based learning to activate classifiers for predicting the
next parsing action depending on their conditional features.
Though later they found that support vector machine gave better results, so
they abandoned memory-based learning.
In addition to the list of benefits of dependency parsing enumerated by
Covington [20] Joakim Nivre adds that dependency-parsing is a more appropriate way for the analysis of syntactic structure of languages with free word
order [86]. Although dependency representations are less representative than
constituency-based ones, their advantages are a direct encoding of predicateargument structure and benefitting the disambiguation.

2.3

Universal Dependencies

Initially the Stanford Dependencies were generated in 2005 to support the Stanford parser in Recognizing Textual Entailment systems. Subsequently they were
used as the standard for the dependency analysis of English, and after that were
applied to numerous languages, such as Chinese [18], Italian [16], Finnish [47],
Persian [98], Hebrew [111] and Russian [63]. Later on Google developed a set of
comprehensive part-of-speech (POS) tags for 22 different languages [88]. POS
tagging is an essential component of natural language processing systems. After
the rise of interest in cross-lingual POS induction [120], which proposes the idea
of universal POS categories [87], Petrov et al. [88] introduced a tagset that
included twelve universal POS categories. In addition to that, they developed
a mapping from POS tags for 25 different treebanks to this universal set.
16

The Interset [121], a tool which originally was introduced as a converter of
morphosyntactic tagsets along multiple languages, subsequently was adapted
as the morphological layer in HamleDT. HamleDT is a compilation of existing
dependency treebanks (or dependency conversions of other treebanks), transformed to the same annotation style [124]. The general idea of this project
was based on the observation that a number of phenomena are comparable for
different languages, but their annotation vary across the treebanks.
The Universal Dependency Treebank (UDT) was the first attempt to incorporate Stanford Dependencies and Google universal tags into a single consistent
annotation scheme [72]. This initiative resulted in the release of the treebanks
for 6 languages in 2013 and 11 languages in 2014. In 2013 Tsarfaty [111] made a
first proposal for consolidating morphology. This act was motivated by an important controversy: though the parsing evaluation of Stanford Dependencies
was successful, the design of ST was insufficient for the representation of morphosyntactic patterns of Morphologically Rich Languages (MRL). MRLs use
word-level affixes to express grammatical relations, whereas in English they are
structurally indicated. This property allows flexible word order [25].
The second version of HamleDT [94] provided Stanford/Google annotation
for 30 languages in 2014. HamleDT - HArmonized Multi-LanguagE Dependency
Treebank is a compilation of the existing dependency treebanks to a single annotation manner [123]. Rose et al. underlines where the individual annotation
schema of each treebank have discrepancies: the sets of dependency relations,
the dependency structures for coordination, subordinate clauses, verb groups,
prepositional phrases and other linguistic phenomena [122]. These divergences
cause serious difficulties for application of these resources in multilingual language technologies or for evaluation of cross-lingual syntactic parsers [73].
The introduction of HampleDT was followed by the development of universal
Stanford dependencies (USD) [26]. And the new Universal Dependencies is the
sum of these systems into the freshly revised scheme.

2.3.1

Tokenization

The universal dependency annotation is based on the consideration of syntax
from the lexical viewpoint, which suggests that dependency relations hold between words [34]. Consequently, morphological features are encoded as properties of words and words are not segmented into morphemes. Nonetheless, it is
necessary to point that the basic units of annotation are syntactic words, which
requires the avoidance of clitics and treatment of multiword units that must be
represented via particular dependency relation [81].
Though the UD is a cross-linguistic framework and unites all the treebanks
under a single annotation scheme, each language has its individual specific documentation, depending on the features and writing system of the language [34].
The annotation schemes are allowed to be extended if there are vital reasons for
it.
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ADJ
ADP
ADV
AUX
CONJ
DET
INTJ
NOUN
NUM
PART
PRON
PROPN
PUNCT
SCONJ
SYM
VERB
X

adjective
adposition
adverb
auxiliary verb
coordinating conjunction
determiner
interjection
noun
numeral
particle
pronoun
proper noun
punctuation
subordinating conjunction
symbol
verb
other

Table 2.1: UD POS tags

2.3.2

Morphology

The UD scheme authorizes a complete morpho-syntactic representation for the
cross-linguistic application. By means of this, grammatical notions may be indicated through word forms (morphologically) or through dependency relations
(syntactically) [31]. Each syntactic word in the UD repository contains three
levels of morphological representation:
1. A lemma which illustrates the meaning of the word;
2. A POS tag which indicates the lexical category of the word;
3. A set of features which demonstrate the lexical and grammatical characteristics of the word form.
Language-specific dictionaries determines lemmas, whereas the part-of-speech
tags and grammatical properties are defined from the two universal inventories.
In contrast to language-specific tagsets, the universal tags and features do not
consider fusion words (a word that is the result of blending two different words,
which are syntactically independent and belong to different parts of speech [31]).
The current list of universal POS tags contains 17 items.
Not all of the tags are used in some languages and the list cannot be extended
to cover language-specific peculiarities. But the words can be classified in a more
elegant way with the help of features, which are defined as additional pieces of
information about the word, its part of speech and morphological properties [31].
Each feature has the form Name=Value and every word can have any number
of features. UD project provides an inventory of features that are attested in
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Animacy
Aspect
Case
Definite
Degree
Gender
Mood
Negative
Number
Person
Poss
PronType
Reflex
Tense
VerbForm
Voice

animacy
aspect
case
definiteness or state
degree of comparison
gender
mood
whether the word can be or is negated
number
person
possessive
pronominal type
reflexive
tense
form of verb or deverbative
voice
Table 2.2: UD features

multiple corpora and it is thus desirable that they are encoded in a uniform
way. The originators acknowledge that the list is not all-embracing and in the
future it will may incorporate some additional features or intricacies found in
new languages.
Lexical features are defined as attributes of lexemes or lemmas. They represent a more meticulous subdivision of words. Inflectional features are the characteristics of the word forms not lemmas [31]. Layered features are multiply
labelled on the same word. The exact meaning of each layer is specific for each
language [31]. For instance, possessive adjectives, determiners and pronouns
may be marked by several properties of gender and number. One property goes
in accordance with the possessed noun, while another property is dependent on
the word-possessor itself [30].
The POS conversion guideline underlines that UD tags have their original
definitions and do not just represent the POS tags of the corresponding classes
in the different language treebanks [33]. It is specified in the guidelines that
in some cases the tag can be labeled only when we are aware of the context or
when it is provided with the lemma [121].

2.3.3

Syntax

The UD framework considers syntax from the viewpoint of dependency grammar which assigns to approach the sentence structure via dependency relations
[32]. Every single word shall be labeled either as a root of a sentence or the
dependent of another word in the sentence. This assumption allows to establish
a set of universal dependencies which are ubiquitous across multiple languages.
By the same annotation scheme this single set develops the cross-lingual par-
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allelism. Nevertheless, the UD manifesto allows to introduce some languagespecific adaptations and ignore those relations which do not occur in the given
language.
Overall, the principles are engaged to the basic version of the universal dependencies, where dependencies form a rooted tree illustrating the foundation
of the syntactic structure. Besides, some syntactic constructions may have additional dependencies, such as secondary predication. The final set of dependencies in the enriched representation will be no more a rooted tree, but a rooted
directed graph. As stated on the UD website the complete guidelines for this
enhanced representation currently is under development [32].
UD gives the primary role to content words, where function words are attached as the direct dependents of the most closely related to them. Punctuation
marks are tied to the head of the phrase which they are attached to.
Combining all these rules together, a complete dependency tree is generated where content words appear as internal nodes while function words and
punctuation marks are leaves.
The preference of content words as heads over functional is caused by the
reason that they usually are not so varied between languages. Since content
words are primary, function words do not have their own dependents. For example, various function words associated with the same head word are presented
as siblings. However, there are four exceptions to the rule that function rules
do not have dependents [32]. They are:
1. Multiword function words;
2. Coordinated function words;
3. Function word modifiers;
4. Promotion by head elision.
Multiword Function Words are connected into a head-initial structure using
the special dependency relation mwe. Whether an expression shall be considered
as a mwe is upon the decision for each language individually.
Coordinated function words are referring to conjunctions and prepositions.
For example:
(1) Before and after school she regularly cycles.
The prepositions ‘before’ and ‘after’ are joined via conj relation (the head
is the first item ‘before’ ).
Some function words may be modified by negation and light adverbials [32].
For example, in the phrase only this person the determiner ‘this’ is modified by
an adverbial modifier ‘only’.
In cases of ellipsis, where the head of a function word is omitted, this function
word inherits the behaviour of its phantom head. It is a more preferable option
over remnant relation, because the latter quite heavily breaks the structure.
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The main role of dependencies is to illustrate function, but UD takes into
account structural features. On the structural behalf, languages are assumed to
involve three substances [32]:
1. Nominal phrases;
2. Clauses headed by a predicate;
3. Modifier words.
Another important remark is that the UD taxonomy does not make a distinction between finite from non-finite clauses. Coordinate structures are approached in an asymmetrical way: The first conjunct is the head of the relation
and the other conjuncts depend on it through the conj relation. Some universal
relations do not represent syntactic dependency relations but stand for punctuation, multiword units, or unanalyzable segments [32]. Originally de Marneffe
et al. [26] proposed the table which had 42 universal relations, but now it has
40.
Apart from the universal dependency taxonomy, some languages possess
purely individual grammatical relations which are considered as subtypes of
existing UD relations [29].

2.4

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reviewed the theoretical conceptualization of dependency grammar and dependency parsing. We have outlined their advantages
and elaborated why dependency approach is more advisable for our task. Also
we have provided the overview of the Universal Dependencies project and summarized its general principles. We have emphasized the importance of UD from
the theoretical and practical perspectives, such as universal grammar and syntactic parsing. In the next chapter, we give the synopsis of the initiatives which
have already implemented the UD strategy. Since the UD is a recent system,
for us it is beneficial to scrutinize their experience and bear in mind their recommendations.
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acl
advcl
advmod
amod
appos
aux
auxpass
case
cc
ccomp
compound
conj
cop
csubj
csubjpass
dep
det
discourse
dislocated
dobj
expl
foreign
goeswith
iobj
list
mark
name
neg
nmod
nsubj
nsubjpass
nummod
parataxis
punct
remnant
reparandum
root
vocative
xcomp

clausal modifier of noun (adjectival clause)
adverbial clause modifier
adverbial modifier
adjectival modifier
appositional modifier
auxiliary
passive auxiliary
case marking
coordinating conjunction
clausal complement
compound
conjunct
copula
clausal subject
clausal passive subject
unspecified dependency
determiner
discourse element
dislocated elements
direct object
expletive
foreign words
goes with
indirect object
list
marker
name
negation modifier
nominal modifier
nominal subject
passive nominal subject
numeric modifier
parataxis
punctuation
remnant in ellipsis
overridden disfluency
root
vocative
open clausal complement
Table 2.3: UD relations
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Chapter 3

Related Literature: Relevant
Factors in Different Treebank
Annotation Schemes
3.1

Basque

The first conversion to Universal Dependencies scrutinized by us was the Basque
Dependency Treebank (BDT) maintained by IXA NLP Research Group of the
University of the Basque Country [8]. The authors point out that though the
Basque treebank is in agreement with major UD guidelines, the conversion operation faced various obstacles. The most problematic issues named in the article
were ellipsis, multiword units and copulative sentences. Basque is an agglutinative language, i.e. in order to form new words it exploits prefixes, suffixes
and infixes by adding a specific tag either to the beginning, to the end or to
the middle of the word [103]. As opposed to fusional languages such as French,
German or Russian these morphemes do not undergo any changes hence the
meaning of the new word is apparent to detect. Basque Dependency Treebank
is strictly annotated according to the CoNLL-X format which has identical lexicalist approach with UD [6]. The preliminary idea behind this approach lies
in the assumption that each word has different morphosyntactic features conforming to their affixes appended to the original form. These features are the
following: number, case (14 in Basque), category of subordinate sentence.
Further on the article describes in detail the process of automatic conversion.
The first step of this process was the conversion of POS and morphosyntactic
features. Some of the BDT POS tags are exclusively accorded to UD, nonetheless some cases do not have a direct mapping, for example determiners and nouns
are mapped to several UD POS tags. Vice versa sometimes different BDT tags
lead to the same UD POS tag, e.g. as this happened with verbs in Basque which
have two options for tagging. The conversion of the morphosyntactic features
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was not a difficult process due to the fact that UD features were assembled out
of various dependency treebanks and annotation guidelines [121]. The major
contrast lies in the discrepancy of the variety of some values, for instance UD
possesses a richer scope of values for numerals than BDT.
One of the distinct aspects for the conversion of dependencies was the nonclausal modifier in BDT which was corresponding to 5 different relations in UD.
Morphological ellipsis is another remarkable issue because in the Basque language the formation of ellipsis is possible inside a wordform. And this wordform
could be mapped either to a verb or a noun. But the UD acts in accordance
with the lexicalist view of syntax, where the dependency relations held between
words, therefore splitting is strongly encouraged to avoid. The article suggests
that in spite of the fact that Basque is highly morphologically ambiguous, the
splitting could be maintained automatically.
The transformation of multiwords (MWs) was conducted for 2/3 of the total
number of MWs and consisted of regeneration of the original wordforms with
their corresponding POS, CPOS and features, simultaneously establishing the
dependency. BDT has three types of MWs: compounds, named entities (NE)
and complex postpositions. The special consideration was made for the determination of the head and the dependent(s) for each MW which did not cause
troubles for compounds but was problematic for NEs and complex postpositions,
because some MWs have different options for choosing the head and dependant.
Coordination could be made in different ways which depends on the head of
the structure. The head in BDT is the conjunction, whereas in UD it is the first
arguments which loses some scope information present in the original BDT, e.g.
a modifier dependent on the whole coordinated sequence. Besides, choosing the
conjunction to be the head benefits to the representation of coordinative ellipsis.
Since this problem has not been solved yet, the authors suggest the introduction
of some specificity over conj relation for capturing the symmetry.
The issue of copulative sentences was also outlined, since Basque has several
verbs which can be copula in these sentences but the UD guidelines accepts only
be as the copula. The copulative modifier and the subject are in agreement but
the adverbial modifier and the predicative verb are not in agreement.
In the result section, it is indicated that firstly abstract conversions should
be made, such as the transformation of coordinate sentences, since the transformation of the constructions of lower level results in some errors. The study
was oriented towards the design of those rules which have the most frequently
occurring patterns and sentences containing non-covered instances were not converted. 121,000 tokens were obtained after the conversion which is about 80% of
BDT. It can be considered as a success, because high precision was achieved and
conversion errors were avoided, but those sentences which were not converted
are the objects either of special cases not covered by the conversion rules or of
rarely happened phenomena. In conclusion, the authors remark that the automatic conversion is possible and those problems which are shared with analogous
languages such as Finnish or Turkish can be adapted to the UD guidelines.
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3.2
3.2.1

Swedish
Conversion of the Swedish Treebank

Our second investigated conversion of the existing treebank to the UD standard
was the one about the dependency version of the Swedish Treebank [85] which
includes morphological and syntactic annotations [80]. The morphological annotation includes a set of morphological features and POS tag set. POS tag set
is a new version of the universal Google tags (UGT) which has 5 extra categories: AUX - auxiliary verb, PROPN - proper noun, SCONJ - subordinating
conjunction, INTJ - interjection and SYM - symbol. The set of morphological features on that moment was derived from Interset in HamleDT treebanks.
POS tag set in the Swedish treebank takes its origin from the Stockholm-Umeå
Corpus(SUC) with 23 base tags [40]. When mapping them to Google tags, the
following remarks are pointed out: infinitive markers (IE) can be regarded as
subordinating conjunctions (SCONJ) or grammatical particles (PART), some
SUC categorieve has to be split into several UGT categories, such as possessives
(PS) into determiners (DET) and pronouns (PRON); verbs (VERB) into auxiliary verbs (AUX) and lexical verbs (VERB); verb particles (PL) into adpositions
(ADP), adverbs (ADV),etc.
The syntactic annotation was established under the universal Stanford dependencies, which has 42 grammatical relations. The core idea behind this
project lies in the assumption that dependency relations are retained between
content words, whereas function words are attached to the content words. This
approach is based on the fact that content words and relations between them
are mainly identical across different languages, while function words in their
representation are highly diverse. Since the Swedish Treebank exploits a dependency annotation by the MAMBA annotation scheme [109], which takes the
same structure as USD, the conversion was mainly one-to-one mapping. However, for some cases it is not so straightforward, for instance USD makes the
distinction between whether a function is constituted by a phrase or a clause,
so the subject relation (SS) is mapped to nominal subject (nsubj) or clausal
subject (csubj), and the objects (OO) correspond to phrasal objects (dobj) and
clausal objects with (xcomp) and without (ccomp) obligatory control. For such
kinds of constructions as coordination, prepositional phrases, verb groups and
copula constructions, the two schemes have different approaches regarding their
heads.

3.2.2

Conversion of English-Swedish Parallel Treebank

Another rule-based attempt related to the Swedish language was the conversion
of LinES [61], English-Swedish parallel treebank to UD-compatible version [7].
This initiative was aimed to maintain the conversion process for two languages
simultaneously. The difference between parallel and mono-lingual treebanks
lies in their primary functions: while the first ones are mainly exploited as a
resource for human or machine translation, the latter ones are seeking to parsing
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improvement. A translation unit is considered as the largest syntactic unit, i.e.
when translating it shall be mapped to a similar unit in another language.
There are two major distinctions between the two schemes in POS-tagging.
First, UD maps participles to the categories VERB, ADJ and NOUN, whereas
LinES regards verb and participles as two separate categories. Second difference
lies in different consideration of auxiliaries. And the last one is the distinction
between determiners and pronouns. UD includes 40 relations and LinES has
24 relations mainly based on Functional Dependency Grammar (FDG) [108].
Pasi Tapanainen acknowledges that FDG is the first computer implementation
of Tesnière’s Dependency Theory [107]. In UD different parts of speech have
different dependency relations, whereas in LinES the same dependency could
be applied to different parts of speech. The similar assumption between LinES
and UD is that in the coordinated constructions the head is the first conjunct,
but in UD all the other conjuncts are dependent on the first and in LinES they
are chained.
Later on the article outlines the differences between the English and Swedish
UD treebanks, EUD and SUD: EUD has more POS tags than SUD (17 vs. 15)
and more dependency labels (45 vs. 38). The conversion process included three
phases:
1. Creation of UD-conformant annotations for all LinES dependencies which
was conducted for on of the seven sub-corpora;
2. The processing of the whole LinES treebank;
3. Improvement of the conversion program.
In the results section, the authors claim that the conversion program in producing a parallel UD treebank achieved success. Some differences were explained
with reference to different types of text genres: LinES has literary prose, EUD
has newspaper prose and SUD ’professional prose’. That is why, for instance,
EUD and SUD have much more nummod relations than LinES illustrating the
large occurrence of numerals. Not all the phenomena are treated in the same
way by EUD and SUD, though they are UD-compatible.

3.3

Finnish

The creation of the UD Finnish treebank was adapted from Turku Dependency
Treebank (TDT) [49]. Another conversion in relation to Finnish was a separate
project processing the FinnTreeBank 1 (ftb-1) [116]. TDT consists of 15,000
sentences and follows the Stanford Dependencies (SD) scheme. Some features
were changed during the conversion, such as the correction of sentence-splitting
errors, updating the lemmas, introduction a fully manually annotated morphology layer which initially was conducted automatically [93]. TDT has 12 POS
tags, the half of which directly conforms to 17 UD POS tags. Those words
which were assigned of Punct and Sym tags in the TDT were designated UD
POS according to newly applied heuristically-based form. Those verbs which
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can assist as auxiliaries were marked as AUX or VERB depending on the presence or absence of an aux dependency. In the case of pronouns, the TDT POS
tag Pron mainly corresponds to PRON in Finnish UD. However there are such
as called pro-adjectives which are assigned as Pron in TDT but ADJ in UD.
One of the most important changes was the exclusion of DET and PART tags,
since there are not such categories as articles and particles in Finnish language.
The annotation of morphological features in TDT is based on the feature
set of the OMorFi morphological analyzer [89]. Some of the extended Interset
features were exploited and the following new Finnish-specifically features not
covered by UD scheme were introduced: IntForm (differentiates between Finnish
infinitives), PartForm (similar for particles), Connegative (verb in connegative
form) and Clitic and Derivation. It is marked that due to the fact that some
features in Finnish cannot be easily identified by the regular scheme, some more
complex heuristics were applied.
For the dependency annotation the conversion included not only relabeling
but complete changes of the tree structure. Since the key property of UD scheme
is the emphasis on the relations between content words, it is apt to construct
quite flat trees. However, the annotation of TDT was already adapted variant
of the SD scheme and it made the conversion to UD more straightforward.
According to the UD scheme, multi-word expressions must be annotated with
head-initial structure and this rule required the revision of head-initial multiwords expressions in TDT but not multi-word names where only the last word
can be morphologically inflected. Another tricky case was that in UD core
arguments and other modifiers are systematically distinguished, whereas in TDT
only partly. In order to solve this issue, the authors had to refer to the manually
annotated the Finnish Propbank [48]. On the other hand, for some issues the
UD annotation is not so specific as TDT and that is why the more fine-grained
dependency types were simply dropped out form Finnish UD and replaced with
their general UD analogs, for instance the difference between finite and nonfinite clauses. However, some of the important dependencies were added in UD
Finnish as subtypes of UD relations, e.g. in Finnish olla "to be" is used to
express the ownership (while in English it is to have serves for this function).
In total 43 dependency relation categories were defined for UD Finnish divided
into 32 universal relations and 11 language-specific subtypes. Another crucial
change was the inclusion of the extended layer in UD Finnish from TDT[49]
which covers conjunct propagation, external subjects (xsubj ) of open clausal
complements, name dependencies, dependencies marking the syntactic function
of relativizers and ellipsis.
Since the change of the tree structure is inevitable for the dependency annotation mapping, the authors employed the special tool dep2dep which allows to
specify the rules for producing dependencies. The conversion included 116 such
rules, only 22 of which were simple direct renaming. The rules did not cover
250 dependencies which had to be processed manually.
Such phenomenon as ellipsis required a special consideration. The omitted
tokens in TDT were replaced with a null token which has a full morphological
and syntactic analysis. UD deals with this situation in a different way introduc27

ing a special dependency type remnant, following one of the major guidelines of
the UD project which instructs to avoid the representation absent things.
High parsing accuracy has never been viewed among the primary strategies
in the context of the Universal Stanford Dependencies [26] and for Finnish
several parsing experiments were carried out to make a comparison between the
Stanford Dependencies annotation in TDT and its conversion to the UD format.
It was found that in the conversion the performance was slightly better, which
proves the accuracy of the conversion and the utility of UD as a parsing goal.

3.4

Danish

The conversion to Danish UD was made from the Copenhagen Dependency
Treebank (CDT) which consists of 5,512 sentences [58]. The most notable differences between UD and CDT are: CDT takes the determiners as heads [55];
CDT follow a chain structure which leads to deeper-level trees; CDT does not
possess POS tag for determiners since Danish determiners usually go along with
a homographic pronoun. Before the conversion of the CDT 18 rewrite operations
were applied which categorized into four categories: conjunction-centric, nouncentric, verb-centric, label-centric. As a result 65% of the edges were changed
during the conversion which is explained by the fact that the annotations of
CDT and UD are quite different. This conversion was compared to the other
UD treebanks and it was detected that Danish has fewer det relations than Norwegian and Swedish and even fewer than the average language in UD. Another
phenomena observed for Danish was a large amount of punct relations.

3.5

Kazakh

This section summarizes two reports about the syntactic annotation of Kazakh
according to the UD structure [67] [113]. The first paper describes the annotation of 40 relations providing the examples for each category. Among those
relations which were not in the usage or caused obstacles the authors include
the following types: the negation neg, because it was marked as copula and
they suggest to add a sub-relation cop:neg; the clausal noun modifier relation
acl, because no examples had been found. It is also pointed out that for specific
cases the attachment of the dependent to its head conveys the intended meaning
only when it is appended to the word morpheme but not the whole word. These
phenomena requires a special consideration before applying the UD scheme. For
the next release of UD the authors are aiming to deal with the mentioned above
difficulties by exploiting specific sub-relations.
Another reviewed work was the presentation of a UD treebank for Kazakh
[113]. This treebank contains 402 sentences which were manually annotated.
The corpus was preprocessed by Kazakh morphological analyzer [117]. For
training and evaluation of the treebank MaltParser was employed [84]. Using
different models, MaltParser achieved the following results: the best performing
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model was the one which had surface, lemma, POS and MSD as features (76.8
LAS and 81.4 UAS).
Among all of the UD treebanks which we have investigated, Kazakh was
the only one which developed the treebank manually from scratch. Another
treebank newly made specially for the UD is the Treebank of Learner English,
which is available from UD v1.3 [13].

3.6

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided an overview of the annotation scheme of different UD treebanks. Mostly the creation of UD treebanks for different languages
was achieved by conversion of the existing treebank to UD-format. But some
languages, such as Kazakh joined this initiative by developing a treebank from
scratch through manual annotation and morphological analysis of the sentences.
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Chapter 4

The Buryat Language
This chapter describes an overview of those theoretical aspects of Buryat linguistics which are essential for the construction of a dependency treebank. And
first we provide a brief introduction into a history of the Buryat writing system.
Buryat (Mongolian Buriat, бурят-монгольский язык, buryaad xelen, буряад хэлэн, буриад аялгуу, бурятский язык, Northern Mongolian, Buriat,
Buriat-Mongolian, Mongolia Buriat, Bur:aad, Burjatisch) is a variety of Mongolic language spoken by the Buryats [52]. The greater part of Buryat population live in the Buryat republic which is located in the southern part of Siberia
around the lake Baikal. Overall in Russia there are about 461,389 Buryat people
according to the census of 2010 [99]. According to UNESCO report, Buryat is
considered to be an endangered language [53]. Presumably, because of Tungusic
influence Buryat has developed into an independent Mongolic language.

4.1

The History of Buryat Writing System

The history of Buryat writing system is subdivided into 3 stages [90]:
1. Before 1930 - based on Old Mongolian Script;
2. 1930 - 1939 - based on Latin alphabet;
3. After 1939 - based on Cyrillic alphabet.
The classical Mongolian vertical script (Монгол бичиг, Mongol bichig) has
been employed by Buryats since the beginning of the 18th century. It is the
oldest Mongol writing system which has been in use since the beginning of the
13th century. The most ancient monument of classical Mongolian script is the
Stone of Genghis-Khan (1224-1225), which currently is in the collection of the
Hermitage museum in Saint Petersburg [91]. The direction of the writing is
up-down, from left to right.
Multiple documents and historical records were created in this language.
Though it is still an open question whether Old Buryat Script does not have
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Aa
Dd
Hh
Ll
Өө
Şş
Xx

Bb
Ee
Ii
Mm
Pp
Tt
Yy

Cc
Ff
Jj
Nn
Rr
Uu
Zz

Çç
Gg
Kk
Oo
Ss
Vv
Zz

Table 4.1: Latinized Buryat Alphabet
Аа
Дд
Зз
Лл
Өө
Тт
Хх
Шш
Ьь

Бб
Ее
Ии
Мм
Пп
Уу
Һһ
Щщ
Ээ

Вв
Ёё
Йй
Нн
Рр
Үү
Цц
Ъъ
Юю

Гг
Жж
Кк
Оо
Сс
Фф
Чч
Ыы
Яя

Table 4.2: Contemporary Buryat Alphabet
any discrepancies with Old Mongolian Script [112] or can be considered as one
of its dialects with some peculiarities [115] [97] or it is an independent language
[35].
Old Mongolian script was widely spread in the area of the eastern Buryats,
whereas for the western Buryats, who were less culturally and economically
related with Mongols, a monk Agvan Dorzhiev developed a special different
alphabet Vagindra, or Vaghintara in the beginning of the 20th century [95].
Same as in Mongol script, the letters were written vertically and usually joint.
The peculiar feature of Buryat calligraphy was the use of a pencil and a pen
while Mongols used a brush. The major difference with Old Mongolian script
was that in the latter one all the letters had three graphical representations
(allographs) varied according to the position in the word (initial, middle or
final), when Agvan Dorzhiev introduced only one (middle) character [90].
In February of 1930 during the conference in Verkhneudinsk (old name of
Ulan-Ude, the capital of Buryat Republic), the first official decree to latinize
Buryat alphabet was made, followed by the second and the third conducts in
1931 and 1937.
In 1939 Latinized Buryat Alphabet was replaced by Cyrillic with 3 additional
letters Ү ү, Ө ө, Һ һ (36 letters in total) and this system is currently recognized
as an official one [10].
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4.2

Overview of Buryat Morphology

Buryat as all Mongolic languages is an agglutinative language [52]. Wilhelm von
Humboldt introduced the term agglutination to characterize those languages
where all the words and wordforms are derived by the stringing together unchanged morphemes [103]. For instance, in Buryat by adding to the root хони(н)
‘sheep’ suffix -шон (хонишон ‘shepherd’), an inflectional morpheme for plurals
-д (хонишод ‘shepherds’) and for genitive case the morpheme -ой, we obtain
the following token: хонишодой ‘shepherds’.
Proto-Mongolic rules of word structure are preserved in Buryat. Final vowels are not elided, but the medial ones are omitted. The plural marking is
derivational (hурагша ‘student’ - hурагшад ‘students’ ) and not compulsory for
non-animate nouns.
The main part of the word is the root which expresses the lexical meaning,
it can also appear as an independent separate word. All Buryat suffixes when
attaching to the root have to obey vowel harmony rule. Officially in modern
Buryat the following parts of speech are recognized [52]:
1. Nouns (юумэнэй нэрэ)
2. Adjectives (тэмдэгэй нэрэ)
3. Numerals (тоогой нэрэ)
4. Pronouns (түлөөнэй нэрэ)
5. Verb (үйлэ үгэ)
6. Adverb (наречи)
7. Postpositions (дахуул үгэ)
8. Conjunctions (союзууд)
9. Particles (частицанууд)
10. Interjections (междомети)
Nouns, adjectives, numerals, pronouns and participles in Buryat have seven
grammatical cases: nominative (the subject or direct unspecific object in the
sentence), genitive (adnominal attribute), accusative (the direct specific object), instrumental (when inanimate indicates circumstances, constructions of
measurement, when animate implies the active participation of the second participant), ablative (source, the referent of comparison), possessive (simple accompaniment), dative (addressee and recipient, actor in passive constructions)
[52]. The markers for each case are variable according to the vowel harmony.
Example of case paradigms for the noun багша ‘teacher’ :
1. nominative багша a teacher
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2. genitive багшын a teacher’s
3. accusative багшые a teacher
4. instrumental багшаар (with) a teacher
5. ablative багшаhаа (than or from) a teacher
6. possessive багшатай (of ) a teacher
7. dative багшада (for or by) a teacher
As for verbs, in Buryat they are defined as part of speech category which
denotes an action or a state as a process [96]. Buryat verbs possess the following
properties: voice, mood, tense, person. The verbs can be subcategorized into
transitive/intransitive and active/passive. The transitiveness of the derivative
verbs is marked inflectionally: suffix -ра is intrinsic for intransitive and passive
verbs while transitive and active verbs have suffix -ла.
The imperative and indicative forms in Buryat are more integrated than in
other Mongolic languages. The majority of the finite markers come from the
imperative mood which constitutes the following forms: precative, voluntative,
optative, benedictive, prescriptive, permissive, dubitative [52]. The present and
past tenses are expressed by the durative and terminative forms. The negation
is usually expressed by the inflective morpheme -гүй, attached to the end of
the verb form.
In Buryat the participles are widely illustrated with 9 forms. Officially 25
converbs are encountered in Buryat, but less than 15 are in use of the standard
language and they form two kinds of analytical construction (the first kind
are the modal, imperfective and perfective combined with auxiliary verbs; the
second one are the final and intentional converbs). Usually finite predicates
inherit a personal inflection of the Common Mongolic type. The only unmarked
case is the third person singular, whereas the other forms can have different
variants of ending depending on the nature of the sounds in the given word.
The category of predicative particle is another crucial feature of Buryat
predicates which are often expressed by it [52]. They are subdivided into interrogative, negative, modal, evidential and copular particles. Some of the postpostional particles developed into clitics or suffixes.
In more details the particular cases and examples of Buryat morphology are
described in chapter 5.

4.3

Overview of Buryat Syntax

As other Mongolic languages Buryat has Subject-Object-Verb order [42]. The
role of subject could be performed by a noun, nominal phrase, relative clause
without its own head and nominalized clause. The predicate is usually filled
by a verbal or a nominal form and the latter requires a copula when there is
a need to express tense, mood or a change of state. The nominal predicate
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can be negated by the particle бэшэ. The most common nominal predicate is
an adjectival noun, a numeral, an adverb or a nominal case form [52]. The
predicate in locational phrases is a local or temporal adverb, a local case form
or a postpositional phrase. Similar structure is in the existential clause but
with a reversed word order. There are 3 ways to express the possession: via
the genitive case, via the occupation of the predicate position by the possessed
object and via the dative case of the noun of the possessor. Verbal predicative
sentences may have governed participants or not, as for example verbs of natural
processes come without them. The governance of the verb is changed via voice
affixes.
Syntax of complex sentence in Buryat is largely investigated by Bertagaev
[12], who distinguishes 3 types of them: monofinite synthetic sentences, monofinite analytic sentences and bifinite analytic sentences. In monofinite sentences
the dependent predicate is expressed by a non-finite verbal form, which has a
nominal subject in the genitive case or a pronominal in the possessive or reflexive case. The most typical conjunction in Buryat is the various forms of the
dicendial verb гэ: гэхэ, гэжэ, гээд, гэдэг, etc [23]. According to Skribnik, the
conjunctions in Buryat are usually employed to introduce a paragraph and in
rare cases accidentally occur between two sentences. So, the consideration of
them as the binding of two simple clauses into a single complex one, is mainly
the influence of Russian grammar tradition.
Attributive sentence precedes the nominal phrase. In the verbal phrase the
predicate is located in the middle, whereas the complements and the adverbial
constructions precede it and modal particles follow it [76]. Typically clauses in
Mongolic languages are joined paratactically [56].

4.4

Current State of Buryat Language Technology

For now little investigation has been made on the natural language processing for Buryat and this situation immensely requires a proper attention. Some
fundamental language resources such as electronic dictionaries are available online, e.g. buryat-lang.ru and uulen.ru. freelang.net and thefreedictionary.com
provide english-buryat and buryat-english translation but they possess quite a
limited vocabulary. In 2015 Buryat State University participated in the project
Language Documentation and Language Technologies for Circumpolar Region
initiated by UiT the Arctic University of Norway [9]. This program is aimed
at the development of the language technologies and the preservation of the endangered languages in the North. This collaborative work was one of the initial
acts towards the future advancement of Buryat NLP.
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4.5

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided an introduction to Buryat, a minority language
of Russia. Along with Russian, it is an official and national language of Buryat
Republic. Since this subject is immensely wide and we are limited to the size of
a master’s thesis, we only have highlighted the coverage of those morphological
and syntactical peculiarities which are crucial for building a dependency treebank. We have also demonstrated a lack of resources for NLP in Buryat and
in the following chapter we present the Buryat Universal Dependency Treebank
supplied with the annotation guidelines.
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Chapter 5

Annotation Guidelines for
Buryat
This chapter describes and explains the syntax annotation scheme for the first
treebank for Buryat. Treebank is a great resource for language analysis which
allows to explore syntactic structures, approve or disapprove linguistic theories,
also they are especially important for testing and creating parsers. Treebanks
exist for many languages (Russian SynTagRus [15], Dutch Alpino [62], Basque
[6]), some of them even have several treebanks varying in the annotation scheme
and data type. Teresa Lynn in the chapter 3 Irish Dependency Treebank of
her PhD thesis reveals that typologically treebanks can vary depending to the
following characteristics [65]:
1. According to the type of syntactic representation, e.g. phrase structure
grammar marks phrases and constituents within sentences, whereas dependency grammar conjoins tokens within a sentence in agreement with
their functional roles;
2. According to the labelling scheme which usually depends on the chosen
syntactic representation;
3. According to used resources (parsers, POS taggers, etc).
For the first Buryat treebank we go in line with recent work on crosslinguistic parsing universal dependencies [26]. The reason for our choice of dependency structure is that it is language-agnostic on the contrast to constituency
grammar, because the latter is more anglo-centric. Another motivation for dependency structure is SOV structure of the sentence in Buryat. All the more
so, in order to stimulate the future NLP research in Buryat, the dependency
treebank gives more options for the information extraction and establishes an
exceeding connection with other languages for machine translation.
Joakim Nivre [82] proclaimed that no single annotation scheme had existed
which could be universal for all the languages and this language-specific pro36

cessing should be changed. In his paper he proposed the guidelines for crosslinguistical consistent grammatical annotation. This initiative is applicable for
practical use, e.g. parsing development and also for theoretical linguistics as
data source. Since before that no treebanks ever existed for Buryat language,
UD scheme has a chance to be utilized for under-resourced language. In order
to make our first treebank maximally accurate and exclude errors, the annotation was made manually from scratch not using any mechanisms for automatic
labelling.

5.1

Introduction

The treebank consists of 418 dependency trees and 2974 tokens. The annotation
was made using Brat, an online tool for text annotation [101]. The annotation
scheme was designed in close collaboration with Francis Tyers who has an expertise in building Kazakh and Turkish UD treebanks. And as the previous
findings report, the best source language is the one from the same language
group [72]. The creation of the treebank was conducted according to the following algorithm: annotation, review, discussion and correction (if needed).
Some deviations from the general guidelines often went in agreement with
these two treebanks, since they are the only ones of the Altaic language family
[100], where Buryat belongs to, presented in the UD. In our current Buryat
treebank we do not introduce any language-specific labels since all the samples
in the data were able to be covered by the existing UD tagset. Though when
adding more texts in the future probably we will find some Buryat-peculiar
features.
In total 418 sentences were manually annotated:
1. 20 sample sentences of UD;
2. 198 sentences illustrated in the Technical Report Syntax Annotation Guidelines for the Turku Dependency Treebank were translated from Finnish
to Buryat [46]. Since Turku treebank was annotated according Stanford
Dependency scheme, not all of the samples were able to cover each of the
UD relations;
3. 31 sentences were extracted from Buryat Wikipedia;
4. 166 sentences were selected from the article published in a Buryat newspaper and the author gave her permission to use it for our analysis [22];
5. 3 Buryat proverbs.
The corpus is publicly available from UD 1.4 release in November, 2016.
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5.2

Tokenization

Tokenization in Buryat is similar to other languages which use Latin or Cyrillic
alphabet. Tokens are separated by space.
Some words in Buryat include hyphen as a part of a token, e.g. Улаан-Yдэ,
this word is conjoined via name relation, the hyphen is neither preceded nor
followed by space.

5.3

Morphology

5.3.1

General Principles

The Buryat morphology follows the UD guidelines for POS tagging. The corpus
contains a lemma for each word, which was manually generated using Buryat
dictionary. Now the corpus does not contain a set of morphological features but
it will be included in future.

5.3.2

Buryat POS tags

In this section we provide the list of Buryat POS tags illustrated by examples.
All the definitions of each POS tag were derived from the UD general guidelines
[3].
1. ADJ: adjective
Adjectives are words that typically modify nouns and specify their properties or attributes.
Examples:

(a) гое ‘beautiful’
(b) үтэлһэн ‘old’

2. ADP: adposition
Buryat has only postpositions [96]. They occur after a complement noun
phrase (noun, pronoun) and they form a single structure with the complement to express its grammatical and semantic relation to another unit
within a clause.
Examples:
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(a) уруу ‘in’
(b) дэрээ ‘on’

3. AUX: auxiliary verb
Auxiliary verbs in Buryat are the verbs which can form a compound verb
together with the main verb [37].
Examples:

(a) шадаха ‘can’
(b) ядаха ‘can not’
(c) хэхэ ‘do’
(d) алдаха ‘lose’
(e) байха ‘be’
(f) болохо ‘become’
Same as in Kazakz, some of them are ambiguous with lexical verbs [2].

4. CONJ: coordinating conjunction
Coordinating conjunctions link words or larger constituents without subordinating one to another [96].
Examples:

(a) ба ‘and’
(b) харин, аад ‘but’
(c) зүгөөр ‘however’

5. DET: determiner
In Buryat language officially there is no such category as article (or determiner as a separate word class). Most determiners are called pronouns,
the same as in Kazakh and Russian [2]. Though while processing sentences, we have found some potential examples of indefinite articles: the
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numeral нэгэ in the phrase Энэ хүн нэгэ сара кофе угаа does not stand
for expressing the number because the correct translation is ’This man
drank a cup of coffee’ not ’This man drank one cup of coffee’. As English
’a/an’ is originally the form of ’one’ (and as in many other languages) [1],
Buryat indefinite article could follow the same etymological course.
Examples:
(a) possessive determiners: минии ‘my’, шинии ‘your’ (singular), манай
‘our’, танай ‘your’ (plural)
(b) reflexive possessive: өөрын ‘one’s own’ was labeled as a determiner
(c) demonstrative determiners: энэ ‘this’
(d) interrogative determiners: ямар ‘which’
(e) relative possessive: хэнэй ‘whose’ was labeled as a determiner
(f) total determiners: бүри, бүхэн ‘every, each’
(g) negative determiners: ямаршье ‘none’

6. INTJ: interjection
Interjections are the words which cannot undergone any variation and
used to express emotions, volition, mood, without naming them [96]. The
case of onomatopoeia is also an interjection. In Buryat interjections are
polysemantic and the sense can be derived only in a context:
Examples:
(a) Ай, ямар жаргалтай саг ерэбэ гээшэб! ‘Oh, what a wonderful time!’
(b) Ай, ямар харамтай юм даа! ‘Oh, what a shame!’
(c) Зай! ‘Ok!’
(d) зай ‘well’
However, some of them are monosemantic, such as
(e) татай! ‘ugh!’
(f) пэй! ‘fie!’
Some interjections are etymologically emerged from the vocatives:
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(g) ай, бурхан! ‘oh, my god!’
(h) шүдхэр! ‘damn!’

7. NOUN: noun
Nouns are part of speech which denote people, places, things, animals and
ideas. They inflect for case, number and possession.
Examples:
(a) басаган ‘girl’
(b) миисгэй ‘cat’
(c) модон ‘tree’
(d) дуран ‘love’
(e) оролдосо ‘diligence’
Abbreviation МСЭ ‘BCE’ (before Common Era) was marked as a noun
because English treebank uses NOUN tag and we try to maximally parallel
the languages.
8. NUM: numeral
A numeral is a word, functioning most typically as a determiner, adjective
or pronoun, that expresses a number and a relation to the number, such as
quantity, sequence, frequency or fraction. In Buryat all numerals have a
regular case paradigm, in composite numerals only the last unit is inflected
[52].
Examples:
(a) нэгэн, хоер, гурба ‘one, two, three’
(b) 1, 2, 3, 2016
(c) хахад ‘half ’
(d) ordinal numerals: нэгэдэхи, хоёрдохи, гурбадахи ‘first, second, third’
Adverbial ordinal numeral түрүүшынхиеэ ‘for the first time’ tagged as
ADV.
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9. PART: particle
Particles are function words that must be associated with another word
or phrase to impart meaning and that do not satisfy definitions of other
universal parts of speech. Particles in Buryat may encode grammatical
categories such as negation, mood, tense etc [96]. Interrogative particle
гүү is used in the end of general questions.
Examples:

(a) Би асууhааб, аян дэмбэрэлтэй байгаа гүү? ‘I asked whether the trip
was nice’
Some particles are used to make a double emphasis on the statement:

(b) шуу: Би шамда хэлээ hэм шууб ‘I did tell you’ (In this sentence
the particle шууб is an inflected form of шуу which indicates that
the doer of the action is the first person pronoun.)
The particle of the past tense hэн could be conjoined with proper
nouns and participles:
(c) Дулаахан үдэр байгаа hэн ‘It was a warm day’
In Buryat there are several negative particles:
(d) бү, үлэ, эhэ, үгы (-гүй), үды (-дүй), бэшэ.
The negative particle бү is used only in imperative constructions:
(e) бү яба ‘don’t go’.

10. PRON: pronoun
Pronouns are words that substitute for nouns or noun phrases, whose
meaning is recoverable from the linguistic or extralinguistic context [96].
Pronouns under this definition function like nouns.
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Examples:

(a) Personal pronouns:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

би ‘I’
ши ‘you’ (informal, singular)
та ‘you’, or ‘thou’ (formal, polite, singular)
бидэ ‘we’
таанар ‘you’ (plural)

In Buryat there are not pronouns ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘they’, and instead of
them the demonstrative determiners are used [96]:
(b) тэрэ хүн ‘this man’
(c) reflexive pronouns: бэеэ ‘oneself ’
(d) interrogative pronouns: хэн ‘who’ юун ‘what’
(e) indefinite pronouns: нэгэ хүн ‘somebody’, нэгэ юумэ ‘something’
(f) total pronouns: ходо ‘all’
(g) negative pronouns: хэншье ‘nobody’, юуншье ‘nothing’

11. PROPN: proper noun
A proper noun is a noun that is the name of a specific individual, place,
or object. Proper nouns in Buryat are always written starting with an
uppercase letter.
Examples:

(a) Аяна, Баир (female, male first names)
(b) Улаан Үдэ (name of the city Ulan-Ude)
(c) Нанхяад ‘China’

12. PUNCT: punctuation
Punctuation marks are non-alphabetical characters and character groups
used to delimit linguistic units in printed text.
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Examples:

(a) Period: .
(b) Comma: ,
(c) Parentheses: ()

13. SCONJ: subordinating conjunction
Subordinating conjunctions are used for binding the subordinating relations between compounds or clauses [96].
Examples:
(a) хэрбээ - hаа ‘if - then’
(b) хада ‘if ’
Besides subordinating conjunctions for binding the subordinate clause
to the main one, such category as connective word is used, which
originally are interrogative pronouns or adverbs, or particles [96].
(c) хэзээ - тэрэ ‘when - then’
(d) хаана - тэндэ ‘where - there’
(e) гэhэн ‘that’
(f) гэhэн шэнги ‘as if ’

14. SYM: symbol
A symbol is a word-like entity that differs from ordinary words by form,
function, or both.
Examples:
(a) $, %, §, c
(b) +, =, <, >, :)
(c) http://universaldependencies.org/
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15. VERB: verb
A verb is a member of the syntactic class of words that typically signal
events and actions, can constitute a minimal predicate in a clause, and
govern the number and types of other constituents which may occur in
the clause. Verbs typically inflect for tense, mood and person and signal
events and actions. Verbs can constitute a minimal predicate in a clause,
and govern the number and types of other constituents which may occur
in the clause. Auxiliary and modal verbs are not annotated as VERB but
rather AUX [3].
Examples:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

хараха ‘to watch’
уншаха ‘to read’
зураха ‘to draw’
hураха ‘to study’

16. X: other
The tag X is used for words that for some reason cannot be assigned a
real part-of-speech category.
Examples:
(a) Петиин хүршэ хорёогоо шэрдэбэ kfhkh skfhskfwek djsfsf ‘Petya’s
neighbour painted the fence kfhkh skfhskfwek djsfsf ’
The example of the gibberish at the end of this sentence did not occur
in our corpus. But if we meet something similar in future, we will
keep in mind that weird cases like that should be treated as X.

5.4
5.4.1

Syntax
General Principles

The UD Buryat treebank in general carefully follows the proposed Universal
Dependencies grammatical relations. There are some deviations from UD conventions which are provided and explained in the following section. It does not
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include language-specific relations. The following relations have not been implemented because they did not occur in our corpus but will be applied in future
if found: csubj, csubjpass, dep, dislocated, expl, foreign, goeswith, reparandum.

5.4.2

Specific Constructions

In multiword named entities, compounds and names the last element is treated
as the head and the preceding tokens are attached to the next one with mwe,
compound or name relation. This contradiction to the universal principles was
undertaken, because in Buryat only the last word of the multiword unit gets an
inflection.

5.4.3

Buryat relations

In this section we illustrate UD Buryat relations provided with the examples
from the treebank. All the definitions of each relation were derived from the
UD general guidelines [4].
1. acl: clausal modifier of noun (Figures 5.1-5.3)
acl stands for finite and non-finite clauses that modify a noun, in contrast
to the advcl relation which is used for adverbial clauses that modify a
predicate. The head of the acl relation is the noun that is modified, and
the dependent is the head of the clause that modifies the noun.
(1) Эхэнэр, хэнэй [түмэр морин] hандарааб, абаралга гуйлаа.
Woman, whose [iron horse]
broke,
help
asked.
‘The woman, whose [car] broke, asked for help.’

Figure 5.1: acl: Woman, whose iron horse broke, help asked.

(2) Намда гэртээ ошохо гэhэн уялга
бии.
Me
at home go
PART obligation have.
‘I have an obligation to go home.’

Figure 5.2: acl: Me at home go PART obligation have.
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(3) hархяаг эдеэ hаа, тэрэ хоротой, ши үхэхэш.
Mushroom eat if, which poisonous, you die.
‘If you eat mushrooms which are poisonous, you will die.’

Figure 5.3: acl: Mushroom eat if, which poisonous, you die.

2. advcl: adverbial clause modifier (Figures 5.4-5.6)
An adverbial clause modifier is a clause which modifies a verb or other
predicate (adjective, etc.), as a modifier not as a core complement. This
includes things such as a temporal clause, consequence, conditional clause,
purpose clause, etc. The dependent must be clausal (or else it is an advmod ) and the dependent is the main predicate of the clause.
(4) Эжын гэртээ ерэхэдэнь, аба кофе шанажа байгаа.
Mother home came,
father coffee brewing was.
‘The mother came home, the father was brewing coffee.’

Figure 5.4: advcl: Mother home came, father coffee brewing was.

(5) Хэзээ ерэжэ шадахаяа мэдэнэ гүш?
When come can
think PART (you)?
‘When do you think you can come?’

Figure 5.5: advcl: When come can think PART (you)?

(6) Питер Мэри хоёр тэбэрилдээд, таhалгаhаа гараба.
Peter Mary both hugging,
room
left.
‘Peter and Mary, hugging, left the room.’

Figure 5.6: advcl: Peter Mary both hugging, room left.
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3. advmod: adverbial modifier (Figures 5.7-5.9)
An adverbial modifier of a word is a (non-clausal) adverb or adverbial
phrase that serves to modify the meaning of the word. We differentiate
adverbials realized as adverbs (advmod ) and adverbials realized by noun
phrases or adpositional phrases (nmod ).
(7) Хэнэйшье бэшэhэн хынь оройдоо мэдэнэгүй.
Who
wrote
PART at all
don’t know.
‘Who wrote they don’t know at all.’

Figure 5.7: advmod: Who wrote PART at all don’t know.

(8) Тэрэ хүн машина абаа, харин дүүнь оройдоол велосипед абажа шадаа.
This man car
bought, but brother only
bicycle
bought could.
‘He bought a car but his brother could buy only a bicycle.’

Figure 5.8: advmod: This man car bought, but brother only bicycle bought
could.

(9) Ехэ хурдаар гүйхэдэнь хүсэжэ ядааб.
Very fast
ran he
approach could not I.
‘He was running very fast, I could not approach him.’

Figure 5.9: advmod: Very fast ran he approach could not I.

4. amod: adjectival modifier (Figures 5.10-5.12)
An adjectival modifier of an NP is any adjectival phrase that serves to
modify the meaning of the NP.
(10) Игаузу гээшэ томо гүрэн гү,
бага гү?
Igauzu PART big country PART, small PART?
‘Is Igauzu a big or small country?’
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Figure 5.10: amod: Igauzu PART big country PART, small PART?

(11) ‘Путкинотко’ гэжэ нэрэтэй ном соо hонин
ушарнууд болоно.
‘Putkinotko’ PART entitled book in interesting plot
is.
‘In the book entitled ‘Putkinotko’ is an interesting plot.’

Figure 5.11: amod: ‘Putkinotko’ PART entitled book in interesting plot is.

(12) Би баhаа ханада үлгөөтэй байhан шкаф сооhоонь алха
гаргааб.
I also wall
hooked is
closet out
hammer took.
‘I also took the hammer out of the closet.’

Figure 5.12: amod: I also wall hooked is closet out hammer took.

5. appos: apposition (Figures 5.13-5.15)
An appositional modifier of a noun is a nominal immediately following the
first noun that serves to define or modify that noun. It includes examples
in parentheses, as well as defining abbreviations in one of these structures.
(13) Эрдэмтэн Матти Тамминен мүнөөдэр лекци уншана.
Professor Matti Tamminen today
lecture reads.
‘Professor Matti Tamminen delivers a lecture today.’

Figure 5.13: appos: Professor Matti Tamminen today lecture reads.

(14) Тэрэ, [хажуудахи айлай] нохой, эжые сухалдуулаа.
It,
[nearby
family’s] dog, mother angered.
‘It, the [neighbour’s] dog, made the mother angry.’
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Figure 5.14: appos: It nearby family’s dog, mother angered.

(15) Роман ‘Путкиноткэ’
Novel ‘Putkinotko’

Figure 5.15: appos: Novel ‘Putkinotko’

6. aux: auxiliary (Figures 5.16)
The basic auxiliary verbs in Buryat are mentioned in the section POS
tags.
(16) Тэрэ хүн ехэ хүндөөр хэнхэй байна.
This man very difficult made become.
‘This man made it very difficult.’

Figure 5.16: aux: This man very difficult made become.

7. case: case marking (Figures 5.17-5.20)
The dependency type case is used for the postposition in postpositional
phrases. The head of a postpositional phrase is the nominal, not the
postposition, so as to analyse postpositional phrases similarly to nominal
modifiers without a postposition.
(17) Түсэб соо зарим хубилалтанууд болоно.
Plan in some changes
will happen.
‘Some changes will be made in the plan.’

Figure 5.17: case: Plan in some changes will happen.
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(18) Гэр хадын
саана байна.
House mountain behind is.
‘The house is behind the mountain.’

Figure 5.18: case: House mountain behind is.

(19) Сэсэгэй багтаамжа таhаг дээрэ байгаа.
Flower jar
table on
was.
‘The flower jar was on the table.’

Figure 5.19: case: Flower jar table on was.

(20) Бүүбэйнүүд зодоо гурбанhаа таба болон наhатай.
Youngsters usually three
five to
aged.
‘Youngsters are usually three to five.’

Figure 5.20: case: Youngsters usually three five to aged.

8. cc: coordinating conjunction (Figures 5.21, 5.22)
Coordinating conjunctions are marked as dependents of the first coordinated element, and the dependency type used is cc.
(21) Номууд, харандашууд ба шугамууд.
Books, pencils
and liners.
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Figure 5.21: cc: Books, pencils and liners

(22) Елизэ ба Елиас хоёргэрлэнхэй.
Elisa and Alias married.

Figure 5.22: cc: Elisa and Alias married

9. ccomp: clausal complement (Figures 5.23, 5.24)
Clausal complement is an object like clausal dependent. The governor
is most commonly, although not always, the main verb or predicative of
the main clause, and the dependent is the main verb or predicative of the
dependent clause.
(23) Хэнэйшье бэшэhэн хынь [оройдоо] [мэдэнэгүй].
Who
wrote
they [at all]
[don’t know].
‘They don’t know at all who wrote that.’

Figure 5.23: ccomp: Who wrote they at all don’t know

(24) Би тэрээндэ хэлээб, уhан бусалжа байна гэжэ.
I him
told,
water boiling is
PART.
‘I told him, that the water is boiling.’

Figure 5.24: ccomp: I him told, water boiling is PART.
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10. compound: compound (Figures 5.25, 5.26)
compound is one of the three UD relations for compounding, together with
mwe and name. UD scheme prescribes to mark the last token as the head
but in our case we take the last because Buryat is a head-final language
and only the final word has to be morphologically marked, same as in
Kazakh [113]. Moreover, the previous research determined that the finalconjunct head analysis performs in better parsing accuracy [11]. There are
cases of the complex verbs which are marked with the compound relation.
In Buryat there are some lexical groups of verbs, which can form compound
verbs, such as phasic verbs [37]:
(a) забдаха, захалаха, эхилхэ ‘to start’ ;
(b) дууhаха, бараха ‘to finish’
Numbers are also joined via compound relation. The rightmost word is
the head (the same rule is applied for mwe and name relations).
(25) Би тэрээниие мянга
юhэн зуун
далан хоёр ондо золгооб.
I him
thousand nine hundred seventy two year met.
‘I met him in thousand nine hundred seventy two year.’

Figure 5.25: compound: I him thousand nine hundred seventy two year met

(26) Маттин гонзогорхон хобто [түмэр морин] соо орхигдоhон байна.
Matti’s pencil
case [iron horse]
in left
was.
‘Matti’s pencil case was left in the [car].’

Figure 5.26: compound: Matti’s pencil case iron horse in left was

11. conj: conjunct (Figures 5.27, 5.28)
A conjunct is the relation between two elements connected by a coordinating conjunction, such as and, or, or a comma or other punctuation. For
Buryat we treat coordination asymmetrically (Stanford style): The head
of the relation is the first conjunct and all the other conjuncts depend on
it via the conj relation.
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(27) Эсэгэнь Далахай, харин эжынь Хойтолгой.
Father Dalakhai, and mother Khoitolgoi.
‘Father is from Dalakhai, and mother is from Khoitolgoi.’

Figure 5.27: conj: Father Dalakhai, and mother Khoitolgoi

(28) Сентябриин гурбадахи ба дүрбэдэхи үдэрнүүд.
September third
and fourth
days.

Figure 5.28: conj: September third and fourth days

12. cop: copula (Figures 5.29-5.31)
A copula is the relation between the nominal predicate and the copular
verb байха ‘to be’ (or its variants). The verb болохо ‘to become’ is marked
as copula too. We take a copula as a dependent of its complement (the
nominal predicate which is a noun, an adjective or a participle).
(29) Хүзүүбшэ улан үнгэтэй байгаа.
Scarf
red colored was.
‘The scarf was red.’

Figure 5.29: cop: Scarf red colored was

(30) hүүтэй багтаамжа килограмм болоно.
Milk jar
kilogram
is.
‘The milk jar weights kilogram.’

Figure 5.30: cop: Milk jar kilogram is
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(31) Харин, мэдүүлэл зохидхон байгаа.
However, suggestion was
good.

Figure 5.31: cop: However, suggestion was good

13. csubj: clausal subject
A clausal subject is a clausal syntactic subject of a clause, i.e. the subject
is itself a clause. The governor of this relation might not always be a verb:
when the verb is a copular verb, the root of the clause is the complement
of the copular verb. The dependent is the main lexical verb or other
predicate of the subject clause.
14. dep: unspecified dependency
A dependency is labeled as dep when a system is unable to determine
a more precise dependency relation between two words. This may be
because of a weird grammatical construction, a limitation in software, a
parser error, or because of an unresolved long distance dependency.
15. det: determiner (Figures 5.32, 5.33)
The relation determiner det holds between a nominal head and its determiner. This relation is used for pronominal adjectival modifiers of noun
phrases. Non-pronominal adjectives are tagged ADJ and the relation is
labeled amod.
In Buryat there are not such pronouns as ‘he/she’ [96] and instead often
the phrase тэрэ хүн which literally means ‘this person’ is used. This case
is also joined via det relation in Buryat treebank.
(32) Тэрэ хүн алиханаар халираа гэртээ.
This man slowly
walked home.
‘He slowly walked home’

Figure 5.32: det: This man slowly walked home

(33) Түcэб соо зарим хубилтанууд болоно.
Plan in some changes
will happen.
‘Some changes will be made in the plan’
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Figure 5.33: det: Plan in some changes make happen

16. discourse: discourse element (Figures 5.34-5.35)
The relation discourse is used for interjections and other discourse particles and elements which are not straightforwardly related to the structure
of the sentence, except in an expressive way.
(34) hээ, абарыт даа!
Hey, help
PART!

Figure 5.34: discourse: Hey, help!

(35) hмм ... Энээхэн юумэндэ юун гэжэ хэлэхэбши даа?
Hmm ... This
thing
what PART say
PART?
‘Hmm.. What to say to that?’

Figure 5.35: discourse: Hmm ... This thing what PART say PART?

(36) Зай, аян ямараар үнгэрөөб?
So, trip how
went
‘So, how was the trip?’

Figure 5.36: discourse: So, trip how went?

17. dislocated: dislocated elements
The dislocated relation is used for fronted or postposed elements that
do not fulfill the usual core grammatical relations of a sentence. These
elements often appear to be in the periphery of the sentence, and may be
separated off with a comma intonation.
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18. dobj: direct object (Figures 5.37-5.39)
The direct object of a verb is the second most core argument of a verb
after the subject. Most often the direct object is in the accusative case
but there are verbs that require their objects be in other cases (except for
nominative and vocative).
(37) Энэшни номуудта дуратай ( ба зүжэгүүдтэ ).
This one books
likes
( and plays ).

Figure 5.37: dobj: This one books likes (and plays)

(38) Би тэрэ хүүндэ эрэһэн номыень үгөөб.
I this man
asked book
gave.
‘I gave him the book he asked for’

Figure 5.38: dobj: I this man asked book gave

(39) Шамда һайн эдеэлхэ байлсаатай.
You
proper nutrition need.
‘You should eat properly’

Figure 5.39: dobj: You proper nutrition need

19. expl: expletive: reflexive pronoun with an inherently reflexive
verb
Reflexive pronouns usually replace objects of verbs. However, some verbs
are inherently reflexive, i.e. the verb always occurs with a reflexive pronoun, and the pronoun cannot be replaced by a non-reflexive pronoun.
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20. foreign: foreign words
foreign is used to label sequences of foreign words. The last token is the
head as in mwe, compound and name. foreign does not apply to loanwords
or to foreign names. It applies to quoted foreign text incorporated in a
sentence/discourse of the host language.

21. goeswith: goes with
This relation links two parts of a word that are separated in text that
is not well edited. The head is in some sense the “main” part, often the
second part.

22. iobj: indirect object (Figure 5.40)
The indirect object of a verb is any nominal phrase that is a core argument
of the verb but is not its subject or direct object, e.g. the recipient of
ditransitive verbs of exchange.
(40) Би тэрэ хүүндэ эрэһэн номыень үгөөб.
I this man
asked book
gave.
‘I gave him the book he asked for’

Figure 5.40: iobj: I this man asked book gave

23. list: list (Figure 5.41)
The list relation is used for chains of comparable items. In lists with
more than two items, all items of the list should modify the first one.
Informal and web text often contains passages which are meant to be
interpreted as lists but are parsed as single sentences. Email signatures
often contain these structures, in the form of contact information: the
different contact information items are labeled as list; the key-value pair
relations are labeled as appos.
(41) Гол мүрэнүүд - Амударья, Мургаб, Герируд, Гильменд, Кабул.
Rivers Amudaria, Murgab, Gerirud, Gilmend, Kabul.
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Figure 5.41: list: Rivers - Amudaria, Murgab, Gerirud, Gilmend, Kabul

24. mark: marker (Figures 5.42-5.44)
A marker is the subordinating conjunction introducing a finite clause subordinate to another clause. The mark is a dependent of the subordinate
clause head.
(42) Бороо дуһаажа эхилээ һаань, би зосоо орохоб.
Rain drop
starts if,
I inside go.
‘If the rain starts, I’ll go inside.’

Figure 5.42: mark: Rain drop starts if, I inside go

(43) Тооһооноо аршажа дууһаад, тиигэд тооһо хородог машинаар сэбэрлэлгэ хэбэ.
Dust
wiping finished, then dust sucker machine cleaning
did.
‘After dusting, he hovered.’

Figure 5.43: mark: Dust wiping finished, then dust sucker machine cleaning
did

(44) Үүдэн нээгдэ, тэрьедэд, тиигэд хүүгэдэе сошоолго.
Door opened, clanging, that
children scared.
‘The door opened clanging which scared the children.’

Figure 5.44: mark: Door opened, clanging, that children scared.

25. mwe: multi-word expression (Figures 5.45-5.47)
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The multi-word expression (modifier) relation is one of the relations for
compounding and it is intended for function words. In Buryat it is used
for multi-word prepositions. The rightmost word is the head and all the
other words are attached as its mwe modifiers.
(45) Хоёр үхибүүд [хойно хойноһоонь] түрөө.
Two children [one after another] born.

Figure 5.45: mwe: Two children one after another born

(46) [Үнэндөө хэлээ] һаа, тэрэшни үшөө үсэгэлдэртөө ерэнхэй.
[So say]
PART, he
already yesterday
came.
‘[As a matter of fact], he has already come yesterday.’

Figure 5.46: mwe: So say PART, he already yesterday came

(47) Маттин гонзогорхон хобто
[түмэр морин] соо орхигдоһон байна.
Matti’s oval
pencil case [iron horse]
in left
was.
‘Matti’s pencil case was left in the [car].’

Figure 5.47: mwe: Matti’s oval pencil case iron horse in left was

26. name: name (Figures 5.48, 5.49)
name is one of the three relations for compounding in UD (together with
compound and mwe). It is used for proper nouns constituted of multiple
nominal elements. The head is the last token in the phrase.
(48) Энэ шүлэгэй мүрнүүдэй автор [Шенхорова Екатерина Дамдиновна] болоно.
This poem
lines
author [Shenkhorova Yekaterina Damdinovna] is.
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Figure 5.48: name: This poem lines author Shenkhorova Yekaterina Damdinovna is

(49) Абань мини таабайн [Дармаев Гомбо Убушеевичай] дүүнининь болоно.
Father my grandad [Darmaev Gombo Ubusheevich] little brother is.
The father is a little brother of my grandad [Darmaev Gombo
Ubusheevich].

Figure 5.49: name: Father my grandad Darmaev Gombo Ubusheevich little
brother is

27. neg: negation modifier (Figure 5.50)
In Buryat, negation is typically done through suffixation. We use neg only
for the non-predicative use of the words үгы and бү.
(50) һалхинай үгы һаа, модоной орой хүдэлхэгүй.
Wind
no if, tree
top doesn’t swing.
‘Without a wind the top of the tree doesn’t swing’

Figure 5.50: neg: Wind no if, tree top doesn’t swing

28. nmod: nominal modifier (Figures 5.51-5.53)
The nmod relation is used for nominal modifiers. They depend either on
another noun (group “noun dependents”) or on a predicate (group “noncore dependents of clausal predicates”). nmod is a noun (or noun phrase)
functioning as a non-core (oblique) argument or adjunct. This means
that it functionally corresponds to an adverbial when it attaches to a
verb, adjective or other adverb. But when attaching to a noun, it usually
corresponds to a non-agreeing attribute in genitive.
nmod is the most frequently occurring relation in the Buryat treebank.
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(51) Ехэнхидээ энэшни һонирхолой зэргэдэ нүлөөлэлгдэнэ.
Mainly
this
interest
level
affects.
‘Mainly this affects interest level.’

Figure 5.51: nmod: Mainly this interest level affects

(52) Сэсэгэй багтаамжа таhаг дээрэ байгаа.
Flower jar
table on
was.
‘The flower jar was on the table.’

Figure 5.52: nmod: Flower jar table on was

(53) Сентябриин гурбадахи ба дүрбэдэхи үдэрнүүд.
September third
and fourth
days.

Figure 5.53: nmod: September third and fourth days

29. nsubj: nominal subject (Figures 5.54-5.56)
A nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject of a
clause.
(54) Гал
шэнги дуран.
Bonfire like
love.
‘Bonfire like love.’

Figure 5.54: nsubj: Bonfire like love
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(55) Дэлхэйн һайханиие дуулан үргөөш.
World
beauty
singing rose up
‘Singing rose up the world beauty.’

Figure 5.55: nsubj: World beauty singing rose up

(56) Хүнэй доторой мэдэрэл
уяруулна.
Person core
consciousness melt

Figure 5.56: nsubj: Person core consciousness melt

30. nsubjpass: passive nominal subject (Figures 5.57, 5.58)
A passive nominal subject is a noun phrase which is the syntactic subject
of a passive clause.
(57) Усалталгада ороһон хүн зондо терапи зуршалдагдаһан байна.
Accident
got
people
therapy recommended
was.
‘The therapy was recommended for those people who got into an
accident.’

Figure 5.57: nsubjpass: Accident got people therapy recommended was

(58) Эхэ орондоо, эхэ эсэгэдээ дуран ба үнэн сэхэ ябадал харуулагданаа.
This country, this parent’s love and real proper dao
is demonstrated.
‘The love to the homeland, to the parents and the proper life is
demonstrated.’

Figure 5.58: nsubjpass: This country, this parents’ love and real proper dao is
demonstrated
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31. nummod: numeric modifier (Figures 5.59, 5.60)
A numeric modifier of a noun is any number phrase that serves to modify the meaning of the noun with a quantity. Ordinal numbers get the
nummod type because they are directly derived from cardinal numbers by
adding the morpheme -дэхи, -дохи or -дахи to the root depending on the
preceding vowels:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

нэгэн - нэгэдэхи ‘one - the first’
хоёр - хоёрдохи ‘two - the second’
гурбан - гурбадахи ‘three - the third’
дурбан - дурбадахи ‘four - the fourth’

(59) Мүнэһэн хэмжээлгээрээ хорин килограмм болоно.
Bag
weighted
twenty kilogram
was.

Figure 5.59: nummod: Bag weighted twenty kilograms was

(60) Түмэр морин хоёр литрэй хүдэлгүүртэй.
Iron horse
two litred engine.
‘The car has a two litred engine’

Figure 5.60: nummod: Iron horse two litred engine

32. parataxis: parataxis (Figures 5.61, 5.62)
The parataxis relation (from Greek for ‘place side by side’) is a relation
between the main verb of a clause and other sentential elements, such as
a sentential parenthetical, a clause after a ‘:’ or a ‘;’, or two sentences
placed side by side without any explicit coordination or subordination.
(61) Айхабтар наринаар, нангинаар зураглажа шадана.
Very
delicately, saintly
depicted could

Figure 5.61: parataxis: Very delicately, saintly depicted could
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(62) Энэ Пётрой бэшэг, үсэгэлэдр асаржа үгөө һэн.
This Peter’s letter, yesterday delivered
PART.
‘This is Peter’s letter, yesterday was delivered’

Figure 5.62: parataxis: This Peter’s letter, yesterday delivered PART

33. punct: punctuation (Figures 5.63, 5.64)
This is used for any piece of punctuation in a clause.
(63) Евэ ажалһаань ерээ.
Eva work
came.
‘Eva came from work.’

Figure 5.63: punct: Eva work came

(64) Роман ‘Путкинооткэ’
Novel ‘Putkinotko’

Figure 5.64: punct: Roman ‘Putkinotko’

34. remnant: remnant in ellipsis (Figures 5.65, 5.66)
The remnant relation is used to provide a satisfactory treatment of certain
instances of ellipsis.
(65) Мэри - хүрэл, Питер - мүнгэн, харин Джейн - алтан медаль тус тус абаба.
Mary - bronze, Peter - silver, and Jane - gold medal PART won.
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Figure 5.65: remnant: Mary - bronze, Peter - silver, and Jane - gold medal
won

(66) Туркада куполдо аяншалга болоо, харин Хеэльсинкидэ - оперо руу.
Turka
dome
visit
was, and Helsinki opera in.
‘In Turka the dome was visited, and in Helsinki opera.’

Figure 5.66: remnant: Turka dome visit was, and Helsinki - opera in

35. reparandum: overridden disfluency
reparandum is used to illustrate disfluencies occurred in a speech.

36. root: root
The root grammatical relation points to the root of the sentence. A fake
node ROOT is used as the governor.

37. vocative: vocative modifier (Figures 5.67, 5.68)
The dependency type vocative is used for vocatives, that is, expressions
where someone is being addressed. The governor of the dependency is the
main predicate of the clause where the addressing occurs.
(67) Пеэккэ, нааша дүтэлжэ шадаха байгаа гү?
Pekka, here approach can
be?
‘Pekka, could you come here?’

Figure 5.67: vocative: Pekka, here approach can be?

(68) Сэм, сонхо онгойлго!
Sam, window open!
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Figure 5.68: vocative: Sam, window open!

38. xcomp: open clausal complement (Figures 5.69, 5.70)
An open clausal complement xcomp of a verb or an adjective is a predicative or clausal complement without its own subject. The reference of the
subject is necessarily determined by an argument external to the xcomp
(normally by the subject of the next higher clause). This is often referred
to as obligatory control. These complements are always non-finite, and
they are complements (arguments of the higher verb or adjective) rather
than adjuncts/modifiers, such as a purpose clause. The name xcomp in
UD is borrowed from Lexical-Functional Grammar.
(69) Би мэтэр
тиишээ ошохоб, арга шадал олоһоор.
I immediately there come, exit ability obtain.
‘I immediately come there as soon as I can.’

Figure 5.69: xcomp: I immediately there come, exit ability obtain

(70) Би тэрээхэнэй орилхыень ташуурдуулааб.
I him
cry
made.
‘I made him cry.’

Figure 5.70: xcomp: I him cry made

5.5

Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented the first syntactic treebank for Buryat and
the label tagset for the Dependency Annotation Scheme. We have provided
manually annotated POS tags and Universal Dependency trees for 418 sentences.
The corpus will be publicly available in November, 2016 which is the fifth release.
We have demonstrated and discussed some linguistic phenomena in the
Buryat language. Also we have explained why dependency representation is
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more appropriate for the Buryat treebank than constituency. Our treebank will
be used as a data source for the future research in Buryat linguistics and we plan
to increase the corpus by supplying more texts of different genres and dialects.
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Chapter 6

Parsing Buryat with UDPipe
6.1

Related Work

Syntactic parsing is the translation of natural language into their formal representations. This process includes splitting the raw text into smaller units such
as sentences and words, POS tagging and analysis of the syntactic structure of
the sentences. As we described earlier in chapter 2 Dependency Gramar there
are different ways to represent a syntactic structure: based on constituency [14]
or dependency [110]. We will use transition-based dependency parser which
performs the transitions deterministically applying a classifier trained on gold
standard samples from a treebank [45].

6.2

Experimental Setup

To check the adequacy of the treebank, we trained and evaluated the language model with the state-of-the-at tool UDPipe [104]. UDPipe is an opensource trainable pipeline for tokenization, tagging, lemmatization and dependency parsing of an annotated data in CoNLL-U format. It does not require
any language-specific knowledge and provides trained models for almost all released UD 1.2 treebanks, in total 36 models. Each model includes a tokenizer,
tagger, lemmatizer and dependency parser which are trained with gold UD data.
It is distributed as one binary and can be applied for most of the UD treebanks including new languages (in our case Buryat). UD treebanks are built
according to the CoNLL-U format which allows to regenerate the pre-tokenized
text with SpaceAfter=No feature which means that this particular token is not
followed by a space separator.
UDPipe trains three models by default (a tokenizer, a tagger and a parser).
It is also possible to train only one or two models by choosing none value for a
given option.
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6.2.1

Tokenization, tagging and parsing with UDPipe

Creation of a traditional rule-based tokenizer for multiple treebanks as in case
with UD turns out to be a very challenging idea. That is why UDPipe tokenizer
is trained only by comparing raw and tokenized text, not requiring any special
expertise in a given language. Processing multi-word tokens, which is not a
straightforward task such as tokenization, is realised in UDPipe by checking
with the dictionary of mwe produced out of training set.
Required for training CoNLL-U format has the following morphological categories [104]:
1. Universal POS tag [88];
2. Morphological features list;
3. POS tag specific for a given language;
4. Lemma list.
When any of these categories is not available in the training set, UDPipe by
default sets its output value to 100%.
The tagging in UDPipe is performed via MorphoDiTa, an open-source morphological dictionary and tagger for morphological analysis of natural language
texts [106]. MorphoDiTa generates UPOS, XPOS, Feats and Lemma tags.
UPOS is a POS tag based on universal part-of-speech tag; XPOS is a POS
tag based on the Stockholm-Umeå Corpus [74].
UDPipe does not need additional resources such as dictionaries or feature
engineering. The UDPipe parser Parsito is a greedy transition-based, nonprojective dependency parser which employs artificial neural networks for prediction [105]. Parsito has finest speed and accomplishes high accuracy.

6.2.2

Training with UDPipe

The input data should be in UTF-8 encoding which is either already tokenized
and segmented or a plain text which will be automatically tokenized and segmented. The possible input formats for UDPipe are the following [104]:
1. CoNLL-U format;
2. Horizontal - tokens separated by spaces, each sentence on a separate line;
3. Vertical - each token on a separate line, the end of sentence is marked by
an empty line and only the first space-separated word is considered as a
token.
But for training a model the data can be only in CoNLL-U format.
Hyperparameters of UDPipe by default are set to the values of the most UD
1.2 training models. However it is possible to adjust the hyperparameters for
a particular language model. For instance, in our experiment we reduced the
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Features
Surface+POS
Surface+Lemma+POS

Acc (Lemma)
—
74.50%

Acc (POS)
68.46%
69.13%

UAS
63.09%
65.44%

LAS
42.28%
43.29%

Table 6.1: Preliminary parsing results obtained with UDPipe
number of epochs to train the tokenizer to 6. Because the size of our language
model is quite small (418 sentences or 2974 tokens), 100 epochs set by default
are redundant. The data was split the following way: 80% for training (334
sentences or 2339 tokens), 10% for development (42 sentences or 337 tokens)
and 10% for test (42 sentences or 298 tokens). UDPipe calculates labelledattachment score (LAS) and unlabelled-attachment score (UAS). UAS explores
the structure of a dependency tree and checks whether the head and the dependencies were assigned correctly. LAS additionally observes the accuracy of the
dependency labels [43].
The parsing experiments were conducted twice, with and without the lemma
list. Morphological features were not provided but we are currently working on
them and will add them later.

6.3

Results and Discussion

The obtained results, illustrated in table 6.1, are satisfying for the treebank of
such a size. For the Irish treebank made by Lynn et al. in 2012, the best model
resulted in the accuracy 63.3% for LAS and 73.3% for UAS [66]. The result for
Tamil UD treebank which has 600 sentences with UDPipe was 64.8% for UAS
and 56.3% for LAS and for Romanian (633 sentences) 68.4% for UAS and 56.4%
for LAS.
As we see, providing the lemma list which covers 74.50% of all the word
forms improves the parsing accuracy (for UAS by 2.35% up, for LAS by 1.01%
up and for POS by 0.67% up). And as stated in the paper by Straka et al. the
combination of POS tagger and lemmatizer improves overall accuracy [104].
The list of morphological features is currently under development and we
hope to obtain it soon. Also we are working now on the extension of our treebank to 10,000 tokens, because it is the requirement for the participation in the
CoNLL shared task in 2017. The enlargement of the data size should significantly improve the accuracy.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
In the last chapter of this thesis we provide a summary of our input into the
development of NLP in Buryat, in particular the creation of the first Buryat
treebank. Furthermore, we describe our experience of applying the Universal
Dependencies scheme for Buryat and discuss language-specific issues. Also we
explain the results obtained when parsing the Buryat corpus with UDPipe.
Finally, we suggest ideas for future work.

7.1

Summary and Contributions

This project has presented the first treebank for Buryat. For now it contains
a low volume of data but we are enthusiastic about its advancement and because it is an open-source corpus, we are optimistic that it will engage various
contributors. As for us, we are already working on its expansion and have
procured permission to use for analysis the articles of a Buryat newspaper Буряад Үнэн ‘Buryat Truth’. The development of Buryat language technologies
is a fundamental step towards the preservation of this low-resourced language
and the promotion of natural language processing research on it. The Buryat
Dependency Treebank is the source for various linguistic research papers and
an essential basis for the inclusion of Buryat into computational cross-lingual
analysis.
The outline of our contribution is the following:
1. The Buryat Universal Dependency Treebank, which will be used as a
resource for linguistic analysis of Buryat in particular, and cross-lingual
studies in general. The treebank is open-source and available on github on
the Universal Dependencies homepage in the repository bxr. On one hand,
our participation in the multi-lingual UD initiative creates an opportunity
to investigate the under-resourced language from an international perspective and to contribute to cross-lingual analysis and parsing, cross-lingual
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information retrieval (IR) and statistical machine translation (SMT). And
on the other hand it provides the substructure for the development of
Buryat linguistics and Buryat NLP applications.

2. The annotation scheme and the guidelines for POS tagging and dependency relations give a concise linguistic analysis of the Buryat language.
They are essential for the further development of the Buryat treebank.
The documentation can be found on the universal dependencies website
in the placeholder for the Buryat language.

3. The accuracy of the parsing model which we obtained with UDpipe is
68.46% for POS, 63.09% for UAS and 42.28% for LAS without the lemma
list. The parsing accuracy with the lemma list which covers 74.50% of the
forms in the corpus is 69.13% for POS, 65.44% for UAS and 43.29% for
LAS. This result is comparable with the other languages of similar data
size but lower than for better-resourced languages and requires more data
for training.

7.2

Future Work

Our project has cultivated the land to grow various multi-perspective goals:
1. We need to include morphological features in the Buryat documentation
to improve parsing accuracy;
2. The Buryat treebank requires more data. We are aiming to include more
texts of different genres, such as fiction literature, newspaper articles,
social media content, speech, etc. We are currently processing the articles
published by the newspaper Буряад Үнэн ‘Buryat Truth’. We constructed
the corpus of raw data which contains approximately 300,000 tokens and
for the next UD 1.4 release in November we aim to provide an annotated
corpus of 10,000 tokens. After that we will be able to refine the annotation
guidelines and add it with Buryat- or Mongolic-specific extensions;
3. We are planing to construct a cross-linguistic parser which can be applicable not only for Buryat but for other Mongolic languages (Mongolian,
Daur, Khamnigan, Ordos, Oirat, Eastern Yugur, Shirongolic, Moghoi,
etc);
4. Our first contribution to the universal dependencies project stimulates
us to continue participation in this great initiative by including other
languages, e.g. the languages of Mongolic group, the minority languages
of Russia, among others.
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7.3

Closing Remarks

In our thesis we have tried to demonstrate and explain from a variety of perspectives why Universal Dependencies is a worthy project. UD is invaluable for
NLP, for theoretical linguistics and for the preservation of minority languages.
UD is intended to bring together various language communities, ideally as many
as possible, with all members receiving equal investigation.
The main contribution of our work is the construction of the first Buryat
treebank. It is the initial step to the development of NLP in Buryat and a data
source for the linguistic research in Buryat. Since the Buryat treebank is a part
of the Universal Dependencies project we put our efforts into the advancement
of cross-lingual learning and parsing. We also hope that our project will promote the revitalisation not only of Buryat but also support the conservation of
endangered languages in general.
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